Hair Products
Organic Shampoo

Experience the nourishing ingredients of this organic and natural shampoo. The avocado oil is rich with
Vitamins B and E, which strengthens your hair and prevents breakage. Run your hands through your hair
to feel the hydrated softness. Take back your beautiful shine and feel like yourself again!

Fashion
Women’s Watch

You’re a practical woman with a keen sense of her unique style. An accessory or two is the perfect way to
accentuate your outfit. But with a bulky watch? No thank you! Wear this sleek, classy design to express
your modern style and never miss your important appointments.
Stylish Glasses

Slip on your favourite pair of Sophia Glasses with this geometric pattern. Embrace the vintage, stand out
from the crowd, person that you are. Make a statement with your glasses wherever you go and show
people that you’re ready to take on business or pleasure!

Travel
Underwater Excursion

From daring explorers to beach loungers, these tropical excursion packages have something for everyone.
Snorkel near the shore and view the dazzling colours of fish or take a step further and dive deep into the
caverns. Make your vacation one of your dreams and learn about the flora and fauna from knowledgeable
diving instructors.
Limo Ride

Live in luxury, even if it’s only for one magical evening. Choose your desired vehicle from a varied fleet
to cruise downtown and explore the night life or surprise your loved one at the airport. Our courteous
drivers take you where you need to be with the most efficient route. Your luxury, your way.

Entertainment
Toy Train

As a parent, you love seeing the joy in your child’s eyes as they play with their favourite toy. This
wooden train set is the perfect toy to ignite their imagination. Keep them playing for hours as they interact
with the moving pieces, set up tracks, and take a journey to new lands.
Fiction Novel

Looking for a new book to read full of chilling mystery and edge-of-your-seat action? Check out the latest
addition to the Beyond the Hills series! Take a journey through the woods with protagonist Beatrice
Harlow as she battles the elements and searches for answers to her brother’s disappearance. Order now!
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New Song

Let the vibrations of this latest pop hit travel through your bones and get you off your feet! Indie Artist
Jane Doe is back with another electrifying tune. Her song will have you bursting with energy throughout
the summer. These lyrics will be stuck in your head for weeks!
Classy Restaurant

Fine dining in elegance is beautiful, but tonight you’re looking for something for the whole family.
Combine class and fun in your cuisine at the Crab Shack. Our staff will welcome you with open arms,
encouraging you to try our summer drinks to keep you cool and hot and ready meals for a satisfied belly.

**these pieces do not reflect any existing products, they are created for purpose of my portfolio.
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